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Gurjaani Municipality

Kakheti Region
Gurjaani Municipality
The Gurjaani municipality is
located in the eastern region of
Georgia, Kakheti. The Gurjaani
municipality is divided into one city
(Gurjaani) and 29 villages. It covers
territory of 846 square km and its
population is about 54337.
Gurjaani
Municipality

Gurjaani
Historical Background

The territory of Gurjaani has never been studied systematically.
Occasional and incidental findings such as burials, potteries,
and byzantine coins, suggest that it was settled in the early middle ages.

Gurjaani is a town in Kakheti and the centre of Gurjaani municipality.
It is located on the Alazani valley, 415 meters above sea level.
There is a moderate humid subtropical climate, which gives
hand to harvest various fruits.

Gurjaani is a centre of of viticulture and winemaking.
Important landmarks of the town are Akhtala - a historic spa, locally known
for its mud bathes, and the early mideval Gurjaani Kvelatsminda church with
its two-domed design, which is the only example in the world.

Gurjaani
Winemaking City

Georgia is situated between Europe and
Asia, is considered as a cradle of wine and
winemaking. Archaeological discoveries
provide evidence that the culture of
winemaking was germinated in Georgia.
Georgian “Qvevri” winemaking dates
back 8000 years and is directly connected
to the history, culture and religion
of Georgian people.

Birthplace Of Wine
From 4000 species of grape all over the
world you can meet 500 in Georgia.
The roots of Georgian viticulture has been
traced by archaeology that wild grape juce
trudned into wine about 8000 years ago.
In Georgia there are 18 mikrozones and 6 of
them are located in the Gurjaani municipality
Bronze age pruning scissors was found
in Gurjaani municipality, which proves
the fact that Gurjaani is the oldest region
of winemaking

Wine Cellar &
Qvevri Technology

Wine cellar
Georgian wine cellar is an agricultural building that has
been used for centuries in the country. It is an integral
part of ancient wine making traditions and is considered
as a very important and valuable place for Georgian people.

All over the Georgia the wine cellars and factories
are mostly concentrated in the Gurjaani municilapity.
Georgian wine is hardly imaginable without “QVEVRI”.
Qvevri is a traditional clay vessel buried in the ground,
which guarantees optimal temperature for the wine.
Its egg-like shape favours the process inside: makes
chacha skins go in the bottom and wine becomes
enriched by its volatile and non-volatile elements.
The technology of making wine in traditional clay vessles
has existed at least 8000 years and still practices today.

Agro Tourism
Rtveli is a traditional vintage and rural harvest
holiday in Georgia accompanied by feasts.

Tataraoba is a festival held after
rtveli and it’s a tradition to
make Georgian sweets called
“Churchkhela”

During a Georgian table, the role of
the “Tamada” or toastmaster is an
important and honored tradition.

Resort Akhtala

The history of resort Akhtala dates back in
middle centuries, when Akhtala was a village.
As we know Akhtala was famous with his ores.
In 1939 year Akhtala became a part of newly
formed city Gurjaani.
Nowadays the resort Akhtala offers hot mud bathes.
The ingredients and minerals of mud are unique
which is cure for patients with backbone
joint problems and inflammatory arthritis.

Georgian Voice
In 2001 Georgian polyphony was recognized by UNESCO
as an intangible heritage masterpiece. Chakrulo which
was recorded in Vachnadziani by Rostom Saginashvili,
was cited as a prime example of this. Chakrulo was
one of 27 musical compositions of Voyager Golden
Records that were spent into the space on 20 august 1977.

Georgian Traditional
Dress “Chokha”

Georgian Traditional
Dance

Eco Tourism
Natural “Didtsurbela” lake is 4m deep and its inhabitants
are in the red list of threatned species. One of them is rare
leech used in medical field. The “Lakbe” lake
is located in the village Arashenda. You have the
opportunity to navigate and catch fish.

Vejini Cave is located in the
village Vejini. Cave covers 12
meters and it was the old secret
road to the Vejini castle.

Museums
The museum of well-known Georgian
cinema actress Nato Vachnadze was
established in Gurjaani. She was the first
silent cinema actress in Georgia.

Palace of Jandieri
Cafe de flore of Gurjaani

Memorial Of
Military Glory

Old Merchant Road
Cheremi was a town in early ages and very
old political center of Kakheti, also the road for
merchants from villages Velistsikhe - Cheremi
to Fkhoveli - Tbilisi. Archaeological
surveys show that Cheremi was inhabited in the
third century. In ancient burials are found gold,
silver, bronze and iron jewelry.
Nowadays the village Cheremi is very
beautyfull with many lakes, mineral waters
and nature all around. Also, you don’t have
to miss old churches and castles.
In the village Ziar-fkhoveli archaeologists found
500 hundred years old workshop, which has
no analogue in Caucasus region.

Religious Tourism
The Gurjaani Kvelatsminda church was built in
the 8th-9th century, during the “tradicional period”
in the mideval Georgian architecture. The Church
Gurjaani Kvelatsminda is the only extant example of
two-dome church design in the wrold.

In village Vachnadziani you can meet 25
churches in one km radius.

Thank you!
Nato Vachnadze
House Museum

UNESCO added Georgian alphabet to list of
intangible cultural heritage of humanity

